
Poetic Journey Through the 20 Count: An
Exploration of Imagery and Symbolism
The 20 Count is a tarot card spread that is used to explore the past,
present, and future. Each card in the spread represents a different aspect
of the querent's life, and the cards can be interpreted together to provide a
comprehensive overview of the querent's situation.
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In this article, we will take a poetic journey through the 20 Count, exploring
the imagery and symbolism of each card. We will begin with the Past
(cards 1-7),then move on to the Present (cards 8-14),and finally conclude
with the Future (cards 15-20).

The Past (Cards 1-7)
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The Past cards represent the events and experiences that have shaped the
querent's life up to this point. These cards can provide insight into the
querent's childhood, family relationships, and early education.

Card 1: The Fool
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The Fool represents new beginnings and fresh starts. This card can signify
a time of change and adventure, or a time when the querent is feeling
particularly optimistic and enthusiastic.

"The world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page." -
Saint Augustine
Card 2: The Magician

The Magician represents skill, talent, and creativity. This card can signify a
time when the querent is feeling particularly inspired and resourceful.

"The only limits are the ones you set yourself." - Napoleon Hill
Card 3: The High Priestess

The High Priestess represents intuition, wisdom, and inner knowledge. This
card can signify a time when the querent is feeling particularly in tune with
their inner voice.

"The greatest wisdom is silence." - Lao Tzu
Card 4: The Empress

The Empress represents fertility, creativity, and abundance. This card can
signify a time when the querent is feeling particularly productive and
creative.

"Creativity is intelligence having fun." - Albert Einstein
Card 5: The Emperor

The Emperor represents authority, structure, and stability. This card can
signify a time when the querent is feeling particularly confident and in
control of their life.



"The greatest leader is not necessarily the one who does the most talking,
but the one who makes the most sense." - Warren G. Harding
Card 6: The Hierophant

The Hierophant represents tradition, conformity, and spirituality. This card
can signify a time when the querent is feeling particularly connected to their
community or religious beliefs.

"Tradition is not the worship of ashes, but the preservation of fire." - Gustav
Mahler
Card 7: The Lovers

The Lovers represents choice, relationships, and intimacy. This card can
signify a time when the querent is feeling particularly
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Violin Is Easy: A Comprehensive Guide for
Beginners
The violin is a beautiful and enchanting instrument that has captivated
musicians for centuries. Its rich, expressive sound can soar from
delicate...

The True Story Of The Ivy League Cowboys
Who Raided The Asian Markets For.
In the early 2000s, a group of Ivy League graduates embarked on a
daring adventure that would forever change the face of international
finance. These young men, known as...
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